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Abstract

The leakage of sensitive data of users and Global Positioning System (GPS) location tra-
jectories from different cloud computation sources has increased in daily lives. This critical
problem can influence users’ lives because attackers try to misuse the leaked information. In
this study, we addressed the critical problem pertaining to the privacy of personal identification
information (PII) and location information over vehicular cloud networks (VCNs). The problem
was addressed by proposing a data and location privacy (DLP) framework that preserves data
privacy in terms of the anonymity of PII and provides location privacy for users’ trajectories
through the obfuscation technique.The proposed DLP framework contains five stages: registra-
tion with VCN server, processing of PII/ data privacy block, segregation of obfuscation data,
authentication and provision of cryptographic security. The result analysis shows that the pro-
posed mechanism is able to generate obfuscated trajectories and successfully re-computes the
original trajectories at the server side.
Keywords: Data and Location Privacy, Authentication, Privacy Preservation, Vehicular Cloud
Network, Applied Cryptography

1 Introduction

In the past, people used to carry their documents in their hands wherever they went. Then, more
recently, many people switched to carrying their documents on different types of disks (CDs, floppy
disk, and memory sticks). The number of technologies used in our daily life has increased. Cloud
computing technology refers to the ability of allowing users to access and manipulate their information
and files that are stored on remote access servers through any type of internet-enabled platform,
such as laptops and smartphones. With the increase in the delivery of computing services and
applications over the Internet, the cloud computing paradigm has changed the way by which users
manipulate, process, and manage their information at any time. Most of these cloud services allow
end users to access their services without the requirement of possessing any knowledge of how the
underlying technology works. This is an advantage of cloud computing that can reduce cost through
sharing information between users and computing storage resources with combining the user’s on-
demand provisioning based pay-per-use of service business model. All these new features have a
direct influence on the information technology (IT) budget and cost of ownership and also cause
more challenges pertaining to traditional security and trusted privacy modules. Privacy refers to the
right to self-determination. In other words, privacy refers to the confidentiality of user’s information.
Self-determination privacy refers to the protection of user’s personal information (or data protection).

Every individual has the right to manage his or her own data, which can be private, public, or
professional, by using cloud computing. In this study, we addressed the problem of data privacy
of personal identification information (PII) and the location privacy of users over the vehicular
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cloud network (VCN) and proposed the data and location privacy (DLP) framework. The proposed
DLP framework contains five stages, and each stage is discussed in detail in this paper. The DLP
framework begins to identify and register the Internet of things (IoT) Global Positioning System
(GPS) devices through the system administrator and receives real-time trajectories in anonymity
VCN. The data PII and location privacy of userś trajectories are processed in the data privacy
block of the DLP framework. Moreover, in this block, data pseudonymization and data masking
obfuscation techniques are used to provide data privacy of PII. The location privacy section in the
proposed method employs obfuscation techniques to obfuscate user location trajectories in real time
and hide the real path of the user trajectory. The data and location privacy results are inserted into
alternative VCNs in different geographical areas.

The proposed framework is used to enable users to access the system through login details. The
secure communication in this DLP framework is based on two parts. First, the trusted user is authen-
ticated by verifying the user login details on the server side and providing authentication using the
JSON web token (JWT) based on Hash-based Message Authentication Code (HMAC) and HSA256
by hashing and validating the token signature in the server. Second, the data transmission based on
the Rivest–Shamir–Adlman (RSA) technique, which is an asymmetric cryptographic technique, is
secured by generating pairs of public and private keys between the client and server while exchanging
information.

The rest of this research is ordered as follows. Section 2 describes the related work based on
privacy preservation and location privacy for geo-fence services. Section 3 specifies the proposed
methodology for data and location privacy. This section also discusses various methods associated
with proposed framework. The results and discussion about the proposed work are given in section
4 and the conclusion about this work is detailed in section 5.

2 Related works

Several techniques have been used to provide location privacy in Location Based Services (LBS) and
cloud computing [1], [2]. A study [3] proposed a method for conducting privacy preservation of user
trajectories in a fog cloud server by providing control access of the partial data trajectory for the
users. The researchers of the study designed a dummy rotation algorithm to provide location privacy
for user movement. Obfuscation techniques can be used to provide location privacy for different
devices. Another study [4] presents different obfuscation operators to provide location privacy for
user movement by changing their location information before requesting information from an LBS
service. A dummy-based approach has been applied for enabling location privacy in one research[5].
The study proposed long-term location privacy for users. The proposed approach generates a fake
path of the user trajectory for LBS services in the mobile cloud. By using the anonymous location
query in mobile social networks (MSN), kd-trees in densely populated regions (K-DDCA) and kd-
trees in sparsely populated regions (K-SDCA) algorithms were proposed in a study [6] to provide
anonymous entropy-based location privacy in MSN.

The K-DDCA algorithm was proposed to select user groups from constructing anonymous region
and generating a guarantee region formed of the requested content. The K-SDCA algorithm generates
dummy locations from user location information. By securing sensitive user location movements in
LBS, a framework was proposed in [7] to specify the sensitivity of user location movements defined
either online or offline in a strategic manner. Another study [8] proposed a scheme and framework
by using smart vehicles to protect the location privacy of smart vehicles and the location of their
continuous dynamic queries in LBS through the obfuscation technique. The proposed framework
generates an obfuscation area in the geographical map, extracts the locations of users, and filters
LBS from the locations of lakes. In one study [9] researchers proposed a framework based on location-
preserving task allocation using geo-obfuscation technique which is able to protect users’ location
information during mobile application task assignments processes.

By providing privacy preservation of sensitive data over cloud services, the authors in the study[10]
proposed a systematic approach that employed the k-anonymity algorithm for clustering data records
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and seed selection. The approach minimizes the data lost during cloud computing. By using the
obfuscation technique in cloud computation, a study [11] provided an privacy manager approach
for cloud computing services by controlling policies pertaining to obfuscation and de-obfuscation of
sensitive personal confidential data. In one research, a secure communication scheme is proposed
for vehicular cloud network establishment. The scheme can preserve privacy and can disseminate
data securely. A cloud user can send a message securely after the vehicular cloud is formed [12]. To
establish a secure channel in a cloud environment, researchers in a study [13] proposed a certificate-
less 0-RTT (round trip time) anonymous Authenticated key agreement protocol. Because of 0 RTT,
this technique exhibits high speed in establishing a secure connection. This technique also solves the
certificate management issues as it is an entirely certificate-less technique.

The researcher in the study[14] proposed a privacy preservation mechanism based on the fully
homomorphic-elliptic cures cryptography (FH-ECC) technique to secure data in cloud computing.
The original data of an owner is encrypted using the ECC algorithm, which applies some fully
homomorphic (FH) operation on the encrypted data before storing it during cloud computation.
A study [15] proposed an encryption approach through reversible data hiding (RDH) technique for
cloud computation. RDH encrypts an image by embedding hidden data using a bit shifting algorithm.
This approach generates free space for hiding data by conducting a random shuffle after encrypting
the image. A study [16] proposed a scheme based on cipher text-policy encryption (CP-ABE) for
accessing big data during cloud computing. CP-ABE is effective for reducing the computational
overhead by using the process of encrypting and decrypting the outsourced computations of a proxy
server. In one work [17], researchers proposed a blockchain-based group key management scheme
for securing communication in fog nodes. The researchers use a novel Proof-of-Work (PoW) scheme
named Designated Prover PoW (DPPoW) along with a threshold anonymous announcement scheme
for key building blocks.

A study [18] proposed the framework (PaaSword) used in Platform as a service (PaaS) in cloud
computing to provide data protection over the cloud by providing fully encrypted and distributed data
for cloud services. A genetic algorithm was proposed in another study [19] for privacy preservation
of sensitive data for appropriate transactions in a database. The proposed approach reduces the cost
of re-scanning a database by enhancing the speed of chromosome processes. The authentication of
users for entering a cloud server is a major task in web services. A study [20] proposed a scenario
of security protocol mechanisms for authorizing web services of platforms in social networks. This
scenario allows the web services to shark the resources by becoming de-facto standard of authorization
task. In one study [21], emphasizing the use of bloom filter for the security of geo-fence services. A
study [22] proposed an authentication model using Security Assertion Markup Language (SAML)
for web services. This technique utilizes the cloud computing and access data with different token
keys for each session. The token key is a single use semantic that the user uses to access the cloud
data web service. The SAML model encrypts all communication between IDP, SP, and cloud-web
service while exchanging data between the systems. By securing IoT data, a study [23] proposed a
novel pattern matching engine for defining regular expressions of two major phases in the compilation
phase.

3 The proposed data and location privacy (DLP) framework

In this section, the proposed data privacy and location obfuscation framework used over VCN is
presented. The proposed framework provides data anonymity using the pseudonym technique and
provides location privacy using the obfuscation technique of different types of IoT GPS devices, such
as smart vehicles and smartphones. The proposed framework exhibits efficient data anonymity during
data publication over VCNs and employs obfuscation techniques to provide location privacy of user
trajectories in real time over VCNs. Figure 1 displays the proposed DLP framework used over VCNs.
The proposed framework is divided into five stages. In the first stage, a connection is established
between different IoT GPS devices in an anonymous VCN. In the second stage, data privacy is applied
to PII and location trajectory data while transferring into another VCN. In the third stage, the data
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Figure 1: Stages of the DLP framework

is input in an alternative VCN in a different geographical area with anonymity. In the fourth stage,
the authentication of an end user was conducted using the proposed framework with the VCN server.
In the fifth stage, the re-identification of the data over the VCN was conducted by retrieving the
original data of the user and the location trajectory data. In the first stage, the location trajectories of
different IoT GPS devices are collected in real time, and the data is transmitted through the TCP/IP
protocol into the VCN server. In this stage, only the identified IoT GPS devices registered by the
system administrator are established using an anonymous VCN as a machine-to-machine (M2M)
device. The end users have no privilege to access the anonymous VCN server. In the next stage of
the DLP framework (as shown in figure 1), the data from the anonymous VCN server database is
selected and segregated into two alternative blocks—PII anonymity block and location obfuscation
block. Both alternative blocks use different techniques to provide data privacy before transmitting
the data into an alternative VCN. The data privacy result is transmitted into a different VCN in
a different geographical area. The authentic and trusted users in the next stage request data and
location privacy using the proposed framework. At the end of the DLP framework, the original data
of PII and location trajectories is retrieved in the re-identification VCN server.

3.1 Stages of the proposed DLP framework

This section describes the stages of the proposed framework and discusses the methods that are
applied in each stage.
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Figure 2: Connection establishment process between IoT GPS device and VCNs

3.1.1 Establishing Communication IoT GPS devices with a anonymous VCN

GPS, IoT, and M2M are technologies that are complementary to each other at their specific core
because they providing operational intelligence for different types of applications. However, how do
these technologies operate? In this section, we explore about establishing communication between
different IoT GPS devices with anonymous VCNs through M2M. For the connection between devices
and cloud computing, the data transmission, such as through M2M, should be secured. A study
[24] presented the capability of machine devices to communicate autonomously with IoT devices.
Different types and applications of IoT devices that provide a connection between device and cloud
computing are presented in [25]. The proposed framework provides a connection between IoT GPS
devices and smartphones with VCNs [26]. In the first stage of “DLP” of the proposed framework,
a connection is established between vehicles’ IoT GPS devices. Moreover, smartphones have been
successfully connected by using a M2M device through the TCP/IP protocol. For smartphones, we
proposed an android application to establish a connection between the device and a VCN through
the TCP/IP protocol. Figure 2 shows the connection established between different types of IoT GPS
devices and the VCN server. Each IoT GPS device has a unique identity, known as International
Mobile Equipment Identity (IMEI), to identify the type of IoT GPS device, such as smartphone,
IoT GPS, or RFID device. The IoT GPS devices are registered and identified using the proposed
framework in the anonymous VCN server by the system administrator, and the required configuration
of the IoT GPS devices is used for transmitting data into the VCN server.

3.1.2 Data Privacy Block

This block of the proposed framework is responsible to fetch data from the anonymous server. The
obtained data is divided into two alternative blocks—data anonymity and location obfuscation blocks.
The steps of data processing in the data privacy block are as follows: The tasks of the stages of the
data privacy block can be explained as follows:

• Data selection: Data from the anonymous VCN database is selected in this stage. The selected
data is split into two parts—the PII user information (such as name, address, phone, and email)
and location trajectories.
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• Data anonymity: In this stage, the PII of the users is processed using the pseudonymization
technique, and data masking is applied using the obfuscation algorithm.

• Location obfuscation: Location privacy preservation is provided in this stage using the obfus-
cation algorithm by adding noise into the location trajectories to hide the real path of the
trajectory while requesting data from the LBS server.

• Data transmission: This is the final stage and transfers anonymous data and location privacy
data into trusted alternative VCN servers in different geographical areas.

3.1.3 Distributed anonymous data into alternative VCN servers

Data distributed into different geographical areas can form databases and can be physically stored
into different networks or different geographical areas. Anonymous data and location privacy details
distributed into different trusted alternative VCN servers can be accessed using the proposed frame-
work over different sources of the cloud network. The anonymous VCN can define and register all
the smart devices like IoT without any type of accessibility by clients. This type of VCN also has the
capability to provide location or data privacy along with data processing functionality. On the other
hand, alternate VCN is generally used to provide the fault-tolerant capacity in case the main VCN
goes down due to some technical reason. Alternate VCN can also provide security to the data and
location of the clients. The proposed distributed data enhances the security of an anonymous VCN
from system attackers. Moreover, data security is enhanced when data are transmitted to anonymous
servers that use different security methods and when the privacy result of data anonymity of PII
and location privacy is transmitted into a new system scheme in different cloud servers. The various
processes involved are explained in Algorithm 1.

Algorithm 1 Transmission data privacy into alternative VCN

1: Result: Inserting Data privacy into alternative VCN servers
2: Require: data privacy λ , VCN IP address β, Database ϵ
3: Start:
4: Select VCN IP as β
5: Open conn( )
6: while i in λ do
7: Insert λ into ϵ
8: end while
9: Close conn( )

3.1.4 Proposed framework implementation

The proposed framework provides system access to the trusted users by using their specific certified
usernames and passwords. The framework is used in two different sides. First, in an anonymous
VCN, the system administrator is responsible to register the users and identify the IoT GPS devices
in the system. Secondly, the end-user side provides authentication to the trusted users to access
the system by using certified details and monitors and tracks the IoT GPS trajectory in real time.
Figure 3 shows the implemented system for the monitoring of the IoT GPS trajectory in real time.

3.1.5 Data re-identification over VCNs

Re-identification VCN retrieves the original data form the data anonymity and location obfuscation
blocks when users request queries. The processing of the retrieved original data is initiated after
successfully authenticating the trusted user into the system through the proposed framework. The
retrieve data is selected based on the type of queries received by the user. Figure 4 presents the steps
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Figure 3: Monitoring of the IoT GPS in real time

Figure 4: Re-identification data on VCN

of data re-identification over VCNs by selecting the anonymous data from alternative VCN databases.
The re-identification block begins processing the obtained data to re-anonymize the anonymous data
by unmasking the data. At the other side of the location trajectory, the original location is retrieved
by removing the obfuscation noise. Finally, the retrieved data is encrypted using the RSA algorithm
by generating a hash public key of each session for the trusted users who are authenticated into the
system. Then, data will be decrypted in the client side by checking the hashing public key.

3.2 Methods associated with the proposed DLP framework

3.2.1 Data anonymity

With the increase in impact of cloud computing in daily life, the state-of-the-art techniques in data
storage and processing benefits the users to use cloud computing services. However, outsourcing data
services in the cloud causes several issues and challenges related to privacy [27] [28]. Mostly, these
methods are successfully implemented in different applications, such as e-commerce, big data, and
healthcare. Data security provides data privacy for the sensitive information of users. In this study,
the proposed data privacy method is based on a pseudonymization technique. The major concept of
the European reform is to provide data protection of sensitive personal information. The framework
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Figure 5: Data classification

of General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR) is a new generation of data protection framework
that is based of Europe’s digital privacy legislation [29] and sets a minimal procedure for processing
data in the EU. Data pseudonymization is a data security technique that provides data management
and de-identification of the personal information in data records. This technique replaces sensitive
personal information with artificial identifiers or pseudonyms key. Different types of methods are
used for pseudonymization techniques:

• Scrambling: This technique is used for mixing and randomizing letters of users’ details. For
example, “Jennifer” can become “ferinnej.”. The data still exists but it’s just jumbled to make
the original data difficult to understand.

• Tokenization: This type of technique is used to protect the data by replacing sensitive data
with insensitive data, which is identified as tokens.

• Encryption: This type of technique is used to protect data by making it unreadable and
inaccessible. The original data is reversed or revealed without using a specific code. This
process is known as “decryption” and uses the encrypted key to retrieve the original data.

• Masking: This type of technique is used to protect the data by replacing specific letters or
numbers with asterisks, symbols, or any other special character.

The DLP framework is based on data masking obfuscation techniques and employs two ways to
retrieve the original data after the pseudonymization technique is applied. The method is based
on replacing and encoding the original sensitive PII records with random salt noise data to remove
any personal identification (PI) linkers. After conducting the steps of the data privacy block, as
observed in the previous section, the data selected from the database records begins fetching the
PII of the users from the database for initiating processing. The PII is any information that can be
used in a direct or indirect manner to identify a person, for example, name, home address, phone
number, social number, email address, and photo. This information can be easily used to identify
a person directly. According to GDPR, the PII should be pseudonymized in a manner such that
the data is no longer linked to any “attributes” of the user without using any additional data.
The classification of the PII sensitive identifier is shown in Figure 5. The data is divided into two
parts—identifiable PII and non identifiable PII. The proposed method processes the identifiable PII
to generate pseudonymization data for using the masking obfuscation algorithm. Data obfuscation
(DO) is a technique that provides data protection for hiding original PII by modification with noisy
characters or other types of noisy data. The aim of applying data masking into data records is to
protect the classified PII and sensitive personal data. However, the original data must be usable
after applying the obfuscation data masking technique for using a test cycle.
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Table 1: Symbolic Notation Description

Notation Meaning
λT PII Data (Name, Email, Phone, address)
PT Random pseudonym key generating
NT Random noise data generating
E Encoding data
M Data masking
D Decoding
ϵ Database
R Data anonymity
O Original Data
K Obfuscation data remover
AN Noise data Anonymity
Z Remove obfuscation noise data
Zx Remove obfuscation data from noise

Using these concepts of data privacy, the proposed data anonymity is based on data masking
obfuscation, after classifying the data and selecting the PII sensitive data identity of the users the
proposed method will start processing the anonymous data.

3.2.2 Proposed obfuscation Scheme

For selecting data from the anonymous cloud to input in the data privacy block, the proposed
obfuscation technique based on data masking is divided into three stages. Then, the obfuscation
technique is used to ensure data anonymity. The notations used in this part of the data privacy
block are listed in Table 1 and in Figure 6.

To increase the randomness in security mechanism, a noise and pseudonym (known as pseu) is
generated in obfuscation phase.Data anonymity is maintained by integrating PII information with
generated noise and pseu numbers. The flowchart of the obfuscated PII is presented in Figure 7 and
shows the original PII retrieval through VCN re-identification. This flowchart shows the procedures
followed to retrieve the original PII from by retrieving same noise and pseu values. Encoding modules
received the PII and pseu information and then decoder separates the PII information from the
noise/pseu data.

3.2.3 Selection of PII

The data privacy block begins fetching the PII from the anonymous VCN storage. Consider that
there are K number of data records of PII in the database. Let

λT = (Name,Address, phone, Email), (1)

λT denotes the attributes of the PII from the database as shown in equation 1. Moreover, λT

comprises the following:
λ1 = Name1, Name2, Name3,. . . NameN; and

λ2 = Address1, Address2, Address3,. . . AddressN;and
λ3 = phone1, phone2,phone3,. . . phoneN;and
λ4 = Email1, Email2, Email3,. . . EmailN.

3.2.4 Generating noise and pseudonym key data

Each attribute of the PII details generate random noise data and a pseudonym key with a length
suitable for the length of the original data. Random noise N is used into random generator function
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Figure 6: Flowchart of obfuscation PII

Noise to generate a randomly m-bit NT of noise data as shown in equation 2.

NT = Noise(N) as m−bit; Where NT ϵN1, N2, N3. . . . . . N(m−1) andNT ϵ N1, N2, N3, Nm−1

(2)
The next process generates random pseudonym keys of length m-bit for each PII record (i.e. i.e.

name, email, phone, address). To generate these keys pseu( ) method is used as shown in equation
3.

PT = pseu(Key) as m− bit;Where PT ϵ P1, P2, P3, . . . P(n− 1) andPT ϵ P1, P2, P3, Pn−1 (3)

3.2.5 Encoding and decoding obfuscation data

A pseudonym key Ep− > (P ) is encoded into a UTF-8 binary standard. Obfuscation of the encoded
PII (given as equation 4) with encoded noise data is M− > (Eλ+EN), and obfuscation of the noise
data with pseudonym key is AN− > (EP + EN).

PII : Eλ → E(λT = (Name, Address, phone, Email)), noise data : EN → (N) (4)

In the next step, Merging and wrap of data anonymity with noise data anonymity by split 2 bit
of each attribute of PII anonymity and merging it with 2 bit of noise data anonymity as shown in
figure 8 also the end of bits will be merging by pseudonym key. In the end, decoding of the obtained
obfuscation data returns anonymous data R− > (W ).

3.2.6 Retrieving the original PII

Retrieving the original PII will be done through several steps., as described in algorithm 2 and
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Figure 7: Flowchart of retrieving the original PII

Figure 8: Merging and wrapping PII attributes with noise and pseudonym keys
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explained the procedure of decoding data anonymity. The PII retrieval process is split into two
sections—1) retrieval of the original data anonymity part and 2) retrieval of the pseudonym key
from the last n-bit by chunk (RT, 2), A -¿ RT, B -¿ P. In the next step, the noisy anonymous data
is retrieved from PII by splitting and wrapping the each two-bit string using U -¿ Warp (A, 2) to
retrieve two parts of PII anonymity and noise data anonymity RT, N -¿ F. In the next step, the
noisy data is made anonymous using Zx -¿ Zx (EN – EP ), and is made anonymous by removing the
noisy data using Z -¿ Z (ER – Zx ). While decoding D -¿ Z, the original PII is retrieved using O -¿
D. The whole procedural flow is shown in algorithm 3.

Algorithm 2 Data Anonymity Block

1: Input: PII Attributs
2: Output: Data Masking obfuscation PII
3: Start:
4: Open Conn()→ β
5: for I in λ do
6: Select PII λT → (Name, Email, Phone, Address)
7: Get length L → λT

8: Generates Noise Data as:
9: X → (LλT/2)
10: N → Noise (X)
11: Pseu → pseudonym key (X)
12: for I in λT do
13: Eλ → E(λT )
14: E (N) → N
15: E (P) → Pseu
16: M → (Eλ + EN)
17: AN → (EP + EN)
18: D → M
19: D → AN
20: end for
21: end for
22: Merging warp (M)
23: for I in M do
24: Z → Wrap (M , 2)
25: for J in AN do
26: Y → Wrap (M , 2)
27: W → Join.chain ( Z , Y ) + P
28: end for
29: end for
30: R → W
31: Close Conn() → β
32: Close conn( )

3.2.7 Location Privacy

Location privacy enables users of a particular service to move in public spaces with the expectation
that their locations are recorded systematically and secretly. This security can be required in the
server side of the service provider or through requesting the location and POI from LBS. Different
types of the location privacy techniques are used to provide location privacy pertaining to user
trajectories, such as k-anonymity in [30]. The aim of this technique is to replace the users’ location
query to LBS when there are k number of anonymous users in the same area and to improve and
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reduce the quality of the services provider. The dummy techniques presented in [31] use two types
of methods. In the first type, a number of dummies locations are generated around the real user
location to hide the real location of a user. In the second type, multiple false positions are sent to the
service provided along with the true position of the user to LBS. Moreover, the aim of special clock
and location techniques is to blur the user location before sending it to a location service provider
LBS and anonymize the spatial region.

Algorithm 3 Decoding Data Anonymity

1: Input: Data Masking obfuscation PII
2: Output: Retrieve Original PII Attributs
3: Open Conn()→ β
4: for I in λ do
5: Select PII λT → (Name, Email, Phone, Address)
6: chunk (RT , 2)
7: A → RT
8: B → P
9: U → Warp (A , 2)
10: if L(U) % 2 then
11: charpair.append(U [−1][1])
12: charpair[−2] →
13: charpair(U[-2][0])
14: end if
15: for k, c in (charpair) do
16: if k % 2 then
17: pos → 1
18: else
19: Pos → 0
20: end if
21: F [pos] → F[pos] + c
22: RT, N → F
23: end for
24: ER → E (RT )
25: E (N) → N
26: E (P) → P
27: Zx → Zx(EN – EP )
28: Z → Z (ER - Zx )
29: D → Z
30: Return O → D
31: end for
32: Close Conn() → β

In this study, we proposed a method to provide the location privacy concerning users’ trajectories
by hiding the real path and user’s trajectories by adding noise into user’s locations over the VCNs
before requesting data from LBS. The proposed DLP framework selects user’s location trajectories
from an anonymous VCN database and inserts the data into location privacy processing for the
obfuscation of trajectories. Let a particular GPS coordinate be G = (y, x)ϵR(2) : −90x90,−180y180.
Here, the point is denoted as PϵG, which is defined as latitude and longitude of GPS coordinates.
Let P = (y, x)ϵG = lat, lonϵGPS. Let A be the random noise number that can be defined as
generating real natural numbers. The real path of GPS coordinator is an set of points received in
order by a GPS receiver device. The path is an n-array W=(C0,. . . .,Cn−1 ), such that CiϵGPS
for i = {0, . . . . . . , n − 1}. In this study, the obfuscation technique is a method that changes the
real coordinator path of the user into an obfuscated path. However, LBS services can still accurately
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Figure 9: Obfuscation trajectory generation

calculate and define the distances between the points that a GPS coordinator travels on an obfuscated
path as that for a real path. The distance between GPS coordinator is denoted as d (y,x), which
represents the distance between lat and lon. Let =(lat,lon) ; the initial point of user path. Generate
random uniform noise of the two point (lat,lon) as Z -¿ random ( ) and X -¿ random ( ); between
the interval values of [0,1). While using the geographical coordinates of (lat,lon) using the degree
stander, and the radius of the circle measure in feet, meters or some other linear measurement
stander. First, we converted the degree into a location near the equator; we used meter stander in
our method. The radius of the earth was measured in km and defined as Radius = 6371. Thus, the
degree can be divided into 111300 m, because r = 1°/111300 m. The final obfuscation trajectory is
denoted as (flat,flon). The distance between the obfuscation latitude and longitude is calculated as
follows: ∆ϕ = (lat–flat).D2R() and ∆λ = (lon–flon).D2R(). Here, D2R converts the coordinator
from degree to radius by using deg(PI/180). The spherical law of cosines is used to calculate the
radius between the two spherical points a = sin(∆ϕ/2)sin(/2) + cos(1)cos(2)sin(∆λ/2)sin(∆λ/2).
Moreover, atan2(y, x) is defined as arctan2(y, x) function to find the angle in the Euclidean plane
that is given in radians between the coordinator of the positive x-axis and the ray to the point
(x,y), where (x,y) (0,0). The function is calculated using 2 ∗ atan2(sqrt(a), sqrt(1 − a)). in the
end, the distance between the points in is measured in meters using d = R * c. Figure 9 shows
the retrieved original user trajectory through VCN re-identification. Figure 10 shows the difference
between obfuscation and original user trajectory in real time.

The algorithm 4 explains the GPS coordinator trajectory obfuscation procedure.

3.3 Secure Service Communication

In this section, the secure communication between the client side conducted using the proposed
framework and the server side conducted using the DLP framework is discussed. The secure com-
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Algorithm 4 Obfuscation GPS Coordinator Trajectory

1: Input: GPS Coordinator Trajectories
2: Output: Obfuscation GPS Coordinator Of Users’ Trajectories
3: FunctionFMainobfuscation
4: FunctionFSumDistance
5: ProgFnFunction():Return
6: FunctionMain
7: Get GPS coordinates → ( lat,lon,time )
8: Set radiuse as r → 100/111300
9: Set PI → 3.14159
10: for I in GPS coordinates (lat,lon) do
11: Generate random noise value for lat Z → random( )
12: Generate random noise value for lon X → random( )
13: P → r * sqrt (Z)
14: L → 2 * PI * (X)
15: B → P * cos (L)
16: N lat = P * sin (t)
17: N lon → cos(lon)
18: flon → lon + Nlon
19: flat → lat + Nlat
20: while ( lat != flat lon != flon ) do
21: Distance(lat, lon, Flat, Flon, time)
22: end while
23: end for
24: ProgFnFunction:
25: Sumlat,lon,flat,flon,time
26: D2R = deg * (PI / 180)
27: ϕ1 = lat.D2R();
28: ϕ2 = lon.D2R();
29: ∆ ϕ = ( lat – flat ).D2R()
30: ∆ λ = ( lon – flon ).D2R()
31: a = sin(∆ ϕ/2) * sin(∆ ϕ/2) + cos(ϕ1) *
32: cos(ϕ2) * sin(∆ λ/2) * sin(∆ λ/2);
33: c = 2 * atan2(sqrt(a), sqrt(1-a))
34: if c > 500 then
35: Return(flat,flon,time)
36: else
37: Obfuscation ( )
38: end if
39: Plot(flat,flon,time)34
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Figure 10: Original trajectory retrieval

munication is conducted into two steps. First, the authenticated and trusted users use JSON WEB
TOKEN “JWT” using hs256 with random salt noise for each session when the user logs into the
system. Second, the data anonymity is secured using the RSA method along with authenticated
trusted users. The anonymous data is encrypted after decoding the original data and decrypted
using the public key of the user who is authenticated in the client side.

3.3.1 Authentication of the proposed framework using JWT

JWT is defined as an Internet standard for securing a session to authenticate a user and exchange
information between the client and server side. JWT generates a trusted signature using JSON-based
token access by hashing the exchange information through uniform resource locator (URL) data
through hs256 with secret Keyed-Hashing for Message Authentication (HMAC) algorithm. However,
the user id and password should be sent through an API while exchanging information between the
client and server side to apply a secure method for avoiding attacks from third parties. This approach
generates authentic users using HMAC-SHA by requesting and providing information from the client
and server sides. The requested data will be hashed to include a timestamp every time data is
requested from the server. By updating the token authentication in the cloud, a study [32] proposed
a framework with a higher level of security based on the updating token-based authentication for
accessing control of the system. Another study [33] proposed a framework that performs stateless
token-based authentication in cloud service SaaS application. The framework focuses on security
and privacy for authenticating users’ access in the cloud SaaS resources and introduces policy a
match gate PMG and policy activity monitor (PAM) to enhance the authorization access in cloud
services. A study [34] proposed a secure healthcare service based on OAuth 2.0 and TWT in IoT
cloud computing. The aim of using OAuth 2.0 was to enable token authorization issue when it’s
happened in the server-side and validate the token access with short-lived in the cloud. By hashing
the login details in web services, a study [35] proposed a scheme that provided web service security
based on hashing the password details by using single-block hash function. The scheme enables web
security authentication from effectively existing user identity of the token key or digital signature
in the web services authentication to realize the defect. The authentication established between the
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Figure 11: Client authentications on the server side

client and server sides will be authenticated by conducting several steps shown in Figure 11.
JWT is an open standard used to create an authenticated access token between the client and

server sides. JWT is defined as an object that is base64URL encoded with the data in the JSON web
signature structure. The data can be verified and trusted on the server side by digitally signing using
different techniques, such as HMAC algorithm or RSA and elliptic curve digital signature algorithm
(ECDASA). The JWT formatted on encoding the data is based on three parts: 1. Header: In this
part of the JWT, a formatted header typically comprises a type of the algorithm (eg. HS256, HMCA,
RSA, etc...), and a token exist, such as JWT.
“alg”: “HS256”,
“typ”: “JWT”

2. Payload: This type of payload contains the claims, where claims refer to the predefined the
keys and values. There are three types of claims: 1. Registered claims: In this part, setting pre-
defined type of claims are not mandatory but interoperable with the application: Iss (issuer) of the
JWT.
Sub (subject) of the JWT.
Exp (expiration time) of the JWT.
Iat (issued at time) determines the time issue of the JWT. Jti(JWT ID) allow the token used only
once and avoids replay. 2. Public claims: This type can be defined in the IANA JSON WEB token
or URL to avoid collisions. 3. Private claims: Custom the pair keys that can be shared between the
client and server side.
“exp”: “2020-02-02”,
“message”: “TIETGEO”

3. Signature: This type will be used to validate the token in the server side while encoding the
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header and payload that is signed using a custom made secret key.

Secret = secret key
Signature = HMCSHA256(base64.URLEncode(header).base64URLEncode(payload, secret key)

The final JWT token will be:
token = enc header.enc payload.signature

The algorithm 5 describes the authentication procedure for a user to follow.

Algorithm 5 Authenticated User

1: InputUser Login Details (User-ID Password )
2: OutputAuthentication User using Hash256 and HMAC Algorithm
3: Start connection ()
4: Client → Server (for verification of the user details)
5: Enter Login Details (User-ID & Password)
6: if ( User ID is Valid) then
7: Generate JWT → J
8: Generate Secret Key → SK
9: Response ( J & SK ) to User
10: Start Session()
11: Verify (J&SK ) signature in Serve
12: if ( J-clinet SK-client = = J-server SK-server ) then
13: Response Data to client
14: else
15: Invalid Signature
16: end if
17: else
18: Invalid User-Login
19: end if
20: Close connection ()

3.3.2 Secure Data Transmission

The RSA algorithm is the basis of the cryptosystem and can be used for specific security purposes,
such as the secure connection between two services (client and server) while exchanging the data
between them. The RSA algorithm provides security of sensitive information of users while exchang-
ing information between users and during cloud computing. RSA is an asymmetric cryptographic
technique that is used in modern computers to encrypt and decrypt data using different keys, which
are denoted as public and private keys. The popularity of integrity and the confidentiality of us-
ing the RSA algorithm is authenticity between the services of non-repudiation of the data storage
and communication. Cryptosystems have widely used RSA among the asymmetric algorithms for
security purposes. Different types of data security techniques are addressed earlier in this study.
Data is exchanged between the client and server side in a secure manner using the RSA algorithm
after successfully authenticating the users and validating the login digital certificate. The proposed
method that uses RSA will generate a pair of public and private keys for each session for requesting
data from the client to server sides through the proposed framework. The proposed method will be
selected the data anonymity separately from the data anonymity and location obfuscation blocks by
inserting the data into RSA encryption for encrypted. Let p and q be the selected random prime
numbers where p * q. Getting the large value of multiply the two values of prime numbers =p*q ,
consider the value of e as derive number will be the common factor of the result the (p-1) and (q-1)
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Figure 12: Flowchart of secure data transmission

except the value 1, by computing as ϕ = ( p-1 )* (q-1) and gcd (ϕ(n),e)=1; 1¡e¡ ϕ(n).Generating
pair keys in RSA calculated as the primary key (Pk) from specific numbers of n and e as Pkn,e,
Private key (Pu) will be calculated from the pair numbers of d and n; where the value of the d can be
calculated using the formula d= (2* (ϕ(n)) + 1)/ e. After generating the pair keys of (Pk, Pu), the
encrypted block is ready for encrypting the Ciphertext of anonymous PII and location obfuscation
(LP) using the formula C1PID = (PID) pow e (mod n ) and C2LP =(LP) pow e (mod n ). The
data is encrypted using the RSA method; this data is decrypted on the client side using a public key.
Figure 12 displays the flowchart of secure data transmission conducted using the RSA algorithm.

3.4 Dataset Used

To test the proposed methodologies different benchmarked datasets are used. One such dataset is
New York’s bike-share dataset known as CitiBike System Data [36]. This map-based dataset collects
information about bike riders like their trip length, popular destinations, average bike riding, etc.
The various attributes included in the dataset are Trip Duration, Start Time and Date, Stop Time
and Date, Start Station Name, End Station Name, Station ID, Station Lat/Long, Bike ID, User
Type, Gender, Date of Birth. To create various trajectories for testing purposes, the Geolife GPS
trajectory dataset [37] is used. This dataset contains 17,621 trajectories created by 178 users in the
span of 4 years. The total distance covered by these trajectories is 1,251,654 kilometers whereas
the total duration of the trips is 48,203 hours. The T-Drive taxi trajectory dataset [38] can also be
used to test more numbers and a variety of trajectories for the proposed framework. This dataset is
created using 33,000 GPS-fitted taxis in a period of three months. For the obfuscation and dummy
data part of the proposed framework, privacy of data is increased using the integration of dummy
data. All the dummy data is created using the utilities like Dummy Data Generator [39] and Online
Test Data Generator [40].
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(a) Number of location trajectories of the IoT device (b) Anonymity and Re-anonymity PII

Figure 13: Number of trajectories and PII time analysis

4 Results and Discussion

The proposed DLP framework exhibits flexibility and efficiency of registering and receiving location
trajectories of different IoT devices. The framework was tested using Amazon Web Services on a 2016
windows server with the following specifications: Intel® Xeon® CPU E-5-2676 v3® with 2.40 GHz
and 1 GB RAM. Figure 13a displays the number of registered IoT devices in the DLP framework and
the number of location trajectories of each IoT received in the VCN. The figure suggests that, for
various IoT devices varying number of trajectories are generated for testing. In real-life scenarios also,
there trajectories involved in geo-fence area can be dynamic in nature. We used three smartphones,
one laptop, and a dataset for testing and verifying the efficiency of the framework. In the data
privacy block, we tested the DLP framework by using PII from different number of users; where the
parameters of PII is (name, address, email, phone) of users information. The proposed framework
shows efficiency to provides the data anonymity of the PII in the VCN and retrieving the original
PII by re-anonymity the PII in re-identification VCN as shown in figure 13b. From this figure, the
relationship between the time requirement and the number of PII can be derived. As the number of
information is increasing, the time required in anonymity and re-anonymity is also increasing almost
linearly. The geo-fence services need the researcher’s attention in this particular area to propose
methods to optimize the process.

For the location obfuscation part, the proposed method is efficient for generating obfuscation
trajectories of users’ movements. The obfuscation trajectories are generated instantly from the
real trajectories locations with the condition that the distance between the real and obfuscation
trajectories should be 500 m or more. Figure 14a visually shows the difference between the real and
obfuscation location of the user movement. From the figure, it is evident that due to the difference
between the real and fake trajectory, the man-in-the-middle attacker will not be able to retrieve the
correct path of the target.

The authenticated users in the DLP framework have valid tokens for every session between the
client and server side. Figure 14b displays the number of authentication tokens generated for each
session that began in the DLP framework.The amount of generated tokens shows the number of
sessions created by that particular user. The unusual traffic may also be noticed by the server
administrator and preemptive measures can be suggested to avoid any further attack possibilities.

Secure data transmission is conducted between the server and client side using the RSA algorithm.
By using the encryption and decryption efficiency of the anonymous PII from an alternative VCN
into the client side, we tested the proposed method using different numbers of PII. Figure 15 shows
the time analysis with respect to a number of PII. The time taken to encrypt or decrypt the given PII
varied according to the amount of data. The figure shows the relationship between the number of PIIs
and the time taken to encrypt/decrypt it. Surely, novel frameworks are required to encrypt/decrypt
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(a) Real and obfuscation of user movement
(b) Numbers of generated authentication tokens

Figure 14: User and token analysis

Figure 15: Encryption and Decryption PII

the huge number of PIIs in a reasonable time in case any geo-fence area experience huge traffic.

5 Conclusions

In this research, a DLP framework is proposed to secure the personal information of geo-fence users.
The aim of the DLP framework is to provide data anonymity for the PII through the pseudonymiza-
tion technique based on the data masking obfuscation algorithm. The PII selected from anonymous
VCNs is inserted into the data privacy block for processing. The data privacy block contains four ma-
jor blocks—PII selection, data anonymity, location obfuscation, and data transmission. After making
PII anonymous and conducting location obfuscation for user trajectories, the data is inserted into
alternative VCN servers in different geographical areas. The proposed framework causes interaction
between the client and server sides to provide user authority to access the system using the login
details. The server verifies the users authenticated using login details using the JWT session and
encoding the data using SHA256 and HMAC by generating a valid token for each session between
the client and server sides. The data transmission security process between the server and client-side
is initiated after a user is authenticated by generating pairs of public and private keys to encrypt and
decrypt data using the RSA algorithm. The obtained results show that the framework is capable of
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generating obfuscated trajectory farther to real one and can save the target from the attacker. The
time analysis for token generation and encryption/decryption concludes that the geo-fence servers
will take more time if a huge crowd is experienced in geo-fence areas. In the future, novel approaches
will be required to optimize the time taken for token generation and cryptosystems for heavy-load
geo-fence servers.
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